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Abstract: Computer tomography (CT) scan images can provide more helpful
diagnosis information regarding the lung cancers. Many machine learning and
deep learning algorithms are formulated using CT input scan images for the
improvisation in diagnosis and treatment process. But, designing an accurate
and intelligent system still remains in darker side of the research side. This paper
proposes the novel classification model which works on the principle of fused fea-
tures and optimized learning network. The proposed framework incorporates the
principle of saliency maps as a first tier segmentation, which is then fused with
deep convolutional neural networks to improve the classification maps and even-
tually reduce the risk of overfitting problems. Furthermore, the proposed work has
replaced the traditional neural network with Ant-Lion Optimized Feed Forward
Layers (ALO_FFL) to obtain the best classification of cancers in Lung CT scan
images. The proposed algorithm has been implemented using Tensorflow
1.8 and Keras API with Python 3.8 programming. The extensive experimentations
are carried out using the LIDC-IDRI image datasets and various performance
metrics such as accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, precision and f1-score are calcu-
lated and analyzed. Simulation results show the proposed framework shows
99.89% accuracy, 99.8% sensitivity, 99.76% specificity, 99.8% precision and even
99.88% F1-score respectively. At last, comparative analysis is done with other
existing models to prove the excellence of the proposed framework.

Keywords: Computer tomography scan images; fused features; saliency maps;
convolutional neural networks; ant-lion optimization

1 Introduction

Recently, uneven climate changes and unbiased life styles are considered as important root causes for the
rapid increase of diseases. Lung cancer is one of most dreadful diseases in the world [1–4]. Recent surveys by
World Health Organization (WHO) says nearly 7.6 million worldwide deaths [5,6] are due to the impact of
lung cancers on human life. Moreover, it has been predicted to reach nearly 17 Million worldwide deaths by
2030 [7]. Hence the risk of lung cancer is enormous in all major parts of world and it has been cultivating the
more deaths per year.
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To reduce the impact of lung cancer, early diagnosis system is badly required which is used to discover
the cancer at early stage [8]. The different diagnosis methodologies such as Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI), X-rays, Isotopes and Computer Tomography (CT) scans are used as an effective tool for
recognition of lung cancers [9,10]. CT images are used by physicians and radiologists to identify and
recognize the presence of cancers, directly visualize the morphologic extents of cancers, describe the
patterns and severity of diseases [11].

Classification of the lung cancers plays a critical aspect in designing the intelligent and accurate
diagnosis system. With an advent of machine and deep learning algorithms, design of early diagnosis
systems has reached its new heights. The machine learning algorithms such as artificial neural networks
(ANN), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Naïve Bayes Classifiers (NB), Ensemble classifiers (EC) are
primarily used for an early diagnosis of the lung cancers [12–16]. Also Deep learning is considered to be
most promising field which can enhance the performance of various medical imaging and diagnosis
systems [17,18].

However, handling the images with different imaging protocols remains to be real challenge to train the
learning modes for greater performance. To compensate for the above drawback of learning models, this
paper proposes the novel hybrid intelligent diagnosis framework DFF-RON (Deep Fused Features Based
Reliable Optimized Networks), which fuses the saliency maps and convolutional layers for better
segmentation and feature extraction, that are used to train the ant-lion optimized single feed forward
networks. To the best of our knowledge, this is first work which has integrated the fused features and
optimized learning networks to design an efficient and high performance CT based Lung Cancer
Diagnosis System. The contribution of the research work is given as follows

� A Novel Hybrid deep learning based model is proposed for early detection of lung cancer using CT
Scan Images. The prosed model architecture has been trained with LIDC-IDRI datasets and
performance metrics has been calculated and compared with the other existing models.

� The proposed architecture introduces the saliency fused CNN layers for the better segmentation and
feature extraction. Also the proposed fusion algorithm can increase the high diagnosis rate also.

� The ant-lion optimized feedforward layers (ALO-FFL) are proposed for training the features obtained
from the hybrid fusion of saliency maps and CNN layers. The feed forward layers are designed based
on the principle of Extreme Learning Machines (ELM).

2 Related Works

Bharati et al. [19] proposed another crossover profound learning structure named as (visual geometry
group based neural network) VDSNet is for distinguishing lung infections from X-beam pictures.
VDSNet displays an approval exactness worth of 73% which is superior to the 70.8% precision esteem in
the event of test dataset. The examination work faces a few difficulties at the hour of taking care of the
huge scope dataset. Subsequently, the utilization of little datasets can give great exactness yet it won’t be
compelling in genuine applications.

Jothi et al. [20] utilized USQR, URR and SSUSQR calculations are dissected utilizing crude CT lung
pictures. The proposed strategy furnishes the best outcome contrasted and harsh set based unaided
element determination. To utilize the delicate set methodology, it is fundamental to change the dataset
into unmitigated ones which makes computational overhead.

Masood et al. [21] fostered an original computer-aided decision support network for lung knob
recognition dependent on a 3D Deep Convolutional Neural Network (3DDCNN) for helping the
radiologists. This structure applied middle power projection and multi-Region Proposal Network (mRPN)
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for programmed choice of expected locale of-interests. Framework beat the best in class frameworks and got
an amazing 98.7% affectability at 1.97 FPs per scan.

Anthimopoulos et al. [22] proposed a profound CNN to order lung CT picture patches into 7 classes,
including 6 distinctive ILD designs and solid tissue. The technique can be effectively prepared on extra
textural lung designs while execution could be additionally improved by a broader examination of the
elaborate boundaries. The outcomes show that the higher misclassification rate is chiefly brought about
by the reticular examples, which require a precise depiction of surface separated from the primary request
portrayal of power esteems.

Jakimovski et al. [23] pre-characterize the pictures into heaps of same cut pictures utilizing the K-implies
calculation to, where the DNN can zero in on picture arrangement of same cut pictures. The subsequent
curiosity is the extra convolution layer with edge honing channels, to completely look for malignant
growth. The outcomes were examined with clinical staff from the oncology office and were set apart as
palatable to decide malignancy. For the enormous informational collection this structure produces
computational overhead.

Yu et al. [24] presented profound learning helped Adaptive Hierarchical Heuristic Mathematical Model
(AHHMM) to foresee cellular breakdown in the lungs on figured tomography pictures. The proposed
AHHMM framework predicts processed tomography checking pictures of cellular breakdown in the lungs
effectively. The discoveries of the assessment showed that around 90% of the pictures has accurately
identified. Such outcomes show that DNN is helpful in blister determination for grouping cellular
breakdown in the lungs.

Asuntha et al. [25] proposed a novel FPSOCNN (Fuzzy Particle Swarm Optimization based
Convolutional Neural Network) which decreases computational intricacy of CNN. From the trial results,
it is shown that novel FPSOCNN performs better compared to different strategies. This structure expect
improvement to identify threat of aspiratory knobs, which is of important importance for the
determination and therapy of cellular breakdown in the lungs.

Chauhan et al. [26] proposed a model for the location of Lung malignancy infection grouping based a
proficient methodology in which machine learning ideas are utilized. The created structure is easy to
understand illness forecast model dependent on PCA and LDA, but this system requires expanded
computational time because of continuous output pictures.

Shakeel et al. [27] dissects the cellular breakdown in the lungs utilizing improved profound neural
organization and gathering classifier. The proficiency of the framework is assessed utilizing exploratory
outcomes, and framework perceives the disease with greatest exactness. Improvement is required for the
locale division and feature determination measure for the fruitful expectation influenced area decides the
deviation in typical and malignant growth cell successfully.

Wong et al. [28] zeroed in on the technique for cellular breakdown in the lungs distinguishing proof by
breath. This framework utilized KNN and SVM with leave-one-out cross approval to investigate. At last, we
got great precision that was 84.4%. Further update is needed to deal with enormous dataset.

Xie et al. [29] introduced the MV-KBC model to isolate favorable from dangerous lung knobs on chest
CT by considering the knob appearance on nine view planes and the knob heterogeneity and by applying a
versatile weighting plan with the goal that our model can be prepared in a start to finish way. The outcomes
show that our model is more precise than present status of-the-craftsmanship approaches on the LIDC-IDRI
dataset.

Vikas et al. [30] proposed SVM and RF based technique to detect lung cancer. This technique utilized
chi-square technique for the feature selection. The analysis is done with and without chi-square feature
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selection. Finally this framework validates the overall performance in terms of precision, accuracy and recall.
The findings shows, this framework reduces execution time to prove better performance.

The Related work summary is given as follows,

The existing research works utilized DL andML algorithms DNN, CNN, DDCNN, KNN, and SVM etc.
to predict the lung cancer. But still lung cancer prediction with high accuracy and less complexity is in darker
side of the research. To overcome the above mentioned issues, the proposed work has replaced the traditional
neural network with Ant-Lion Optimized Feed Forward Layers (ALO-FFL) to obtain the best classification
of cancers in Lung CT scan images.

3 Proposed Methodology

3.1 System Overview

Fig. 1 shows complete architecture for the proposed framework. The working mechanism of the
proposed deep learning based diagnosis and classification system is sub-divided into three important
phases. Image preprocessing and Augmentation process, Visual Saliency map extractions, accurate feature
extraction using the customized convolutional layers and finally trained by the novel ant-lion optimized
feed forward networks.

3.2 Data Preprocessing and Augmentation

The medical preprocessing technique is used to remove noise pixels, low-quality pixels which affects the
detection of lung cancers. Pixel Intensive testing process has been utilized to remove the inconsistent pixel
and the noise pixels from the Input CT scan images. Also, Image histogram methods are adopted for
enhancing the image quality because it works better on different images. Fig. 2 shows the preprocessed
CT scan images after applying pixel classification and image histogram methods.

Figure 1: Overall working flow diagram for the proposed architectures
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3.2.1 Data Augmentation
After preprocessing the input images, image augmentation process is used in the proposed architecture.

Neural Networks leads to the overfitting problems where a limited quantity of labelled data is available. The
most proficient and efficient method to tackle this problem is data augmentation. During the data
augmentation phase, each image undergoes a series of transformation, producing the huge amount of
newly corrected training image samples. As discussed in [31], affine transformation is employed for an
efficient data augmentation. The affine transformation techniques such as translation, scaling and rotations
are used. Mostly the training image samples obtained from the augmentation process have a correlation,
this step is recommended to overcome the overfitting problems. Fig. 3 shows the different lung images
obtained after applying the affine transformations.

Figure 2: Sample preprocessed CT lung images

Figure 3: Sample CT lung images after augmentation process
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3.3 Visual Saliency Map Extraction

Segmentation is the process of subdividing the images with different values of textures and pixels.
Several methods have been produced for segmenting the images. Here new methodology has been
introduced which is called as visual saliency maps descriptors. It completely decomposes the respective
images into compact and heterogeneous elements. There will be a subtraction of unnecessary components
in the images. To build the saliency models [32], color difference and spatial difference is applied in a
pixel-based processing in which the each pixels are represented as the blocks. To achieve this, pixels ‘Y’,
are rescaled into 256 × 256 and then decomposed into non-overlapping blocks with size n × n where n =
8 and 16 respectively. Hence the saliency maps S(m) are calculated by using the mathematical
expressions given by Eq. (1)

SðmÞ ¼
X

n¼816
Y ðnÞ � S0ðmÞ (1)

Since the location, dimensions and shape of cancer cells are quite similar in neighboring slices, the final
saliency maps are calculated as the weighted sum of the actual (S(m)), previous (S(m1)) and next blocks
(S(m2)) color and spatial saliency as mentioned in [32]. The updated saliency maps S(m) is given by Eq. (2)

SðmÞ ¼ w1 � Sðm1Þ þ w2 � SðmÞ þ w � Sðm2Þ (2)

Fig. 4 shows the saliency maps of different stages of lung cancer CT scan images. After calculating the
saliency maps, post processing techniques need to be adopted for refinement of segmentation images. Active
contour methods [33] are used for the detection of cancer cells in the most consecutive image blocks. Also
accurate separation of cancer cells from the other parts of CT scan images is badly needed, in order to give a
precise output. Moreover, active contours are based on image intensity, which probably fails in
differentiating the cancer cells. Additionally, these contour methods requires the higher computation time,
which is considered to be serious problem in handling the larger datasets.

Motivated by this drawback, this paper introduces the fusion of saliency maps with deep convolutional
neural network with optimized feedforward layers to obtain high performance and accurate detection and
classifications of CT Lung cancer images Their major drawback comes from the fact that to achieve such
high quality results, these methods require extensive parameter tuning and optimization, which is simply
not feasible in the case of large amounts of data and also affects the detection rate. But in this proposed
system, training effort takes reduced time and also increases the efficiency and performance of the system.

3.4 Fusion of Saliency Maps in CNN-OFLS

This section details about the fusion of saliency maps in the CNN-OFLS architecture which are normally
used for segmentation and classification mechanism.

Figure 4: Sample CT images after applying the handcrafted saliency maps
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3.4.1 Convolutional Neural Networks–An Overview
Convolutional neural network (CNN) is a biologically propelled advancement of Multi-Layer

Perceptron MLP. CNN are broadly utilized for picture characterization, picture bunching and object
identification in pictures. They are additionally utilized for optical character acknowledgment and regular
language handling. Aside from pictures, when addressed outwardly as a spectrogram, CNNs can likewise
be applied to sound. Additionally, CNNs has been applied straightforwardly to message examination just
as in chart information with diagram convolutional networks. The condition of-workmanship
craftsmanship proficiency of CNN contrasted with its gauge calculations makes it accomplishment in
numerous fields.

As, demonstrated in Fig. 5 in CNN the highlights are recognized using channels which are otherwise
called bits. A channel is only a network of qualities, considered loads that are prepared to distinguish
explicit highlights. The reason for the channel is to do the convolution activity, which is a component
insightful item and entirety between two networks. The preparation of the CNN is secured by lessening
the measure of repetition present in the info highlight. Thus, the measure of memory devoured by the
organization is likewise decreased. One basic strategy to accomplish this is max pooling, in which, a
window disregards input information and the most extreme worth inside the window is pooled into a
yield framework. The calculation is made proficient for include extraction by connecting various
convolution layers and max pooling tasks. The information is handled through these profound layers to
deliver the element maps which is at last changed over into an element vector by going through a MLP.
This is alluded to as a Fully-Connected Layer that performs undeniable level thinking in the created model

3.4.2 Fusion of Saliency Maps in CNN Layers for Segmentation
As discussed in Section 3.3, training the convolutional neural networks, requires high training time,

making the design applications more challenging for better implementation. This motivates the idea of
fusing the handcrafted saliency maps with convolutional neural network trained with the optimized
forward layers. Several predefined CNN models such as U-NETS [34], WT-NETs [35] were used for
fusion. But the proposed system uses the user-defined convolutional layers to obtain an accurate
segmentation process. The six convolutional layers are used for an effective segmentation of cancer cells
in CT lung Images with saliency maps training. Tab. 1 shows the specification of RELU activated
convolutional layers which are fused with the saliency maps for better segmentation.

Figure 5: Schematic representation of convolutional neural networks
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3.5 Feedforward Networks-An Extreme Learning Machine Approach

After the segmentation process, feature extracted which are then feed for training the networks. In the
proposed architecture, traditional training networks are replaced with feedforward networks which works on
the principle of Extreme Learning Machines (ELM). Extreme Learning Machines (ELM) are category of
neural network proposed by Huang [36]. This kind of neural network utilizes the single hidden layers in
which the hidden layers doesn’t require the tuning mandatorily. Compared with the other learning
algorithms such as Support vector machines (SVM) and Random Forest (RF), ELM exhibits the better
performance, high speed and less computational overhead [36].

ELM uses the kernel function to yield good accuracy for the better performance. The major advantages
of the ELM are minimal training error and better approximation. Since ELM uses the auto-tuning of the
weight biases and non-zero activation functions, ELM finds its applications in classification and
classification values. The detailed working mechanism of the ELM is discussed in [36,37]. The output
function of ELM given in Eq. (3)

fLðxÞ ¼ hðxÞb ¼ hðxÞ HTð1
C
HHT Þ�1O (3)

3.6 Optimized Extreme Learning Models

Though Extreme Learning principle based feedforward networks produces the best performance, non-
optimal tuning of hyper parameters such as input weights, hidden neurons, learning rate affects the accuracy
of classification. Hence the optimization is required for the tuning the hyper parameters for achieving the best
performance. The proposed algorithm used Antlion optimization [38] for optimizing the extreme learning
based training networks

To optimize the hyper parameters such as no of epochs, bias weights, hidden layers, ant lion
optimization algorithm is used for the proposed training network. The fitness function is calculated using
the mathematical Eq. (4)

Fitness Function FðAðLÞÞ ¼ ð1� AÞ (4)

Table 1: Parameters of CNN fused saliency maps used for segmentation and feature extraction

Sl. No No of convolutional layers Output size Stride length

1 Conv(2d)-layer-1 64 1 × 1

2 Max-pooling layers-1 64 2 × 2

3 Conv(2d)-layer-2 32 1 × 1

4 Max-pooling layers-2 32 2 × 2

5 Conv(2d)-layer-3 16 1 × 1

6 Max-pooling layers-3 16 2 × 2

7 Conv(2d)-layer-4 8 1 × 1

8 Max-pooling layers-4 8 2 × 2

9 Conv(2d)-layer-5 4 1 × 1

10 Max-pooling layers-5 4 2 × 2

11 Fully connected layers 02 -
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where A is the maximum accuracy. The fitness function is calculated at each and every iteration and checks it
meets the threshold. The pseudo code for the optimization of network is presented in Algorithm 1 [38] the
optimized parameters obtained for the proposed architecture to achieve the higher accuracy is shown
in Tab. 2.

Algorithm 1: Ant Lion Optimization Based Training network (ALO-ELM)

Input: Hyper parameters: no of epochs, bias weights, hidden layers

Output: Maximum Classification ratio

Initialize the position of antlions, and ants randomly.

Calculate each antlion

Find the best antlion using Equation ½Antlionti ¼ Antti if ðAnttiÞ,Antlionti�
while stopping criteria not meet to do

Select hyper parameters by using roulette wheel to build a trap.

Slide ants randomly in a trap.

Create a random walk for each ant around the elitist antlion and normalize it.

Update the position of each ant by using the average of 2 random walks.

Calculate each ant fitness using Eq. (4)

Replace an antlion with it corresponding if its fitter

Update the elitist antlion

end while

4 Datasets Descriptions

The experimentations are carried out using lung CT images which are obtained from the cancer imaging
archives (https://wiki.cancerimagingarchive.net/display/Public/LIDC-IDRI). The database consists of
1018 subjects which are obtained from national cancer institute that correlated with proteomic and
genomic clinical data. In this paper, all training images are classified into malignant and benign nodules.
A malignancy nodule will have scored lower than 3 are called as a benign nodule and a malignancy
nodule will have scored higher than 3 are called as a malignant nodule. The pulmonary nodules with a
score of 3 in malignancy are removed to avoid the ambiguousness of nodule samples. Separate software
NBIA retriever is used for the conversion of tcia format data to DICOM image data which can be used
for further processing. The detailed description of the datasets used for testing is presented in [39].

Table 2: Optimized parameters for training the extreme learning networks

Sl. No Parameters Optimized parameters

01 No of epochs 150

02 Learning rate 99.8%

03 No of batches 30

04 Optimization iterations 25

05 No of hidden nodes 100
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The whole experimentation is carried out in the Intel I7CPU with 2 GB NVIDIA Geoforce K + 10 GPU,
16 GB RAM, 3.0 GHZ with 2TB HDD. The proposed architecture is implemented using Tensorflow 1.8 with
Keras API. All the programs are implemented in the anaconda environment with python 3.8 programming.

5 Performance Metrics and Evaluation

The proposed architecture implements the six CNN layers for the better classification of cancer cells in
lung images. Tab. 3 depicts the partitioned datasets used for training and testing the network.

Six Convolutional layers are used in the proposed architecture whose hyper parameters of the are
optimized by antlion optimization. The details about the tuned hyper parameter is discussed in Section
3.6. s the next step, the proposed architecture is tested with the images in which the convolutional layers
extracts the image features and feeds to the optimized feed forward training networks that classifies the
appropriate categories. To evaluate the performance of proposed architecture, metrics such as accuracy,
sensitivity, specificity, recall and f1-score are calculated. Tab. 4 shows the mathematical expressions for
calculating the metrics used for evaluating the proposed architecture. TP is True Positive Values, TN is
True Negative Values, FP is False Positive and FN is false negative values.

5.1 Results and Findings

The excellence of the proposed architecture and performance of other existing models are presented in
this Section.

The performance of the proposed architecture is validated in four folds. In the first fold, confusion matrix
given in Fig. 6 and it is used to verify the performance of the proposed architecture. Additionally Receiver
operating characteristics (ROC) given in Fig. 7 and it is used for verifying the performance of the proposed
architecture. In the next fold, the performance of the proposed architecture is compared with the other
existing models such as Convolutional Neural Networks without Hyper parameter Optimization (CNN-
WHO) [40], Optimized Convolutional Features with Support vector machines (CNN-SVM) [41], 3DCNN
[42], MTANNs [43], FCN [44], MTCNNN [45] and RFCN [46] by measuring the different performance
metrics as mentioned in Tab. 5. Furthermore, the computational complexity is calculated for different
optimization algorithm used for tuning the hyper parameters in the proposed architecture. Finally, the

Table 3: Total number of datasets (after augmentation) used for training and testing the proposed network

Sl. No Total number of images Training dataset (%) Testing dataset (%)

01 78090 70 30

Table 4: Mathematical expressions for the performance metrics’ calculation

SL. No Performance metrics Mathematical expression

01 Accuracy TPþTN
TPþTNþFPþFN

02 Sensitivity or recall TP
TPþFN � 100

03 Specificity TN
TNþFP

04 Precision TN
TPþFP

05 F1-score 2: Precison�Recall
PrecisionþRecall
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performance of the proposed architecture is compared with the state-of art architecture proposed by different
authors. The proposed algorithm is tested with the random 1000 Lung CT (50% Benign and 50%Malignant)
scan images in order to overcome the imbalance problems.

The ROC curve (Fig. 7) of the proposed framework in detecting the categories of CT scan Lung Images.
Tab. 5 presents the comparative analysis between the performances of proposed and existing algorithms.
From the Tab. 5, it is found that proposed algorithm has shown the accuracy of 99.8% with 99.85%
sensitivity, 99.86% specificity and high f1 score of 99.88% in detecting the benign CT images. Also, it is
clear that fusion of saliency with optimized deep learning architecture has shown the better detection ratio

Figure 6: Confusion matrix for the proposed architecture using 1000 random tested images

Figure 7: ROC curves for the proposed architecture (a) detection of benign images (b) detection of
malignant images

Table 5: Different deep learning architectures’ performance such as accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, precision,
and recall in predicting the benign cancers and malignant in LUNG CT images

Algorithm
details

Performance metrics

Accuracy (%) Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) Precision (%) F1-score (%)

Benign
images

Malignant
images

Benign
images

Malignant
images

Benign
images

Malignant
images

Benign
images

Malignant
images

Benign
images

Malignant
images

CNN-WHO 81.5 80.5 80.4 79.4 81.0 80.0 79.6 79.5 80.4 79.3

CNN-SVM 84.5 82.5 82.5 80.5 80.5 79.5 82.3 80.45 82.7 80.6

CNN- 87.56 87.00 85.67 85.72 85.89 85.78 84.37 83.97 85 84.7

MTANN 88.6 87.4 87.45 86.55 86.74 87.64 85.46 86.56 85.78 87.78

FCN 91.22 91.20 90.55 90.45 91.0 91.2 90.6 90.3 90.78 90.80

MC-CNN 87.14 87.14 80.5 80.5 77.78 77.78 78.56 78.56 77.23 77.23

MRFCNN 92.5 92.5 91.56 91.56 89.5 89.5 88.56 88.56 89.45 89.45

Proposed
architecture

99.75 99.89 99.85 99.85 99.86 99.86 99. 89 99. 89 99.85 99.88
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in which the proposed algorithm performs better than the other existing algorithm. Fig. 8 shows the
comparative analysis of average performance between the proposed and existing algorithm. From the
Fig. 8, it is also clear that proposed algorithm has outperformed the other existing algorithms.

5.2 Computational Complexity

The computational complexity of the proposed CNN Fusion technique is represented by big-o-notations.
The different CNN algorithms are used for evaluation and complexity analysis is presented in Tab. 6. The
mathematical expressions for calculating the computational complexity using Big-O-Notation is given by

Time Complexity ¼ OðConvolutional layers � Pooling Layers � Training NetworksÞ (5)

From the Tab. 6, it is found that optimized learning model along with saliency fusion process has
produced the less computational complexity which even 10% lesser than the other existing algorithms.

Figure 8: Comparative analysis of average performance metrics of different deep learning framework in
predicting the lung cancer in CT images

Table 6: Computational complexity analysis between the different optimized learning and proposed model

Algorithm details No of layers required Big-O-notations

CNN (without optimization) No of convolutional layers = 06
No of polling layers = 06
No of training layers = k

O(n6, n6, nk)

CNN-WHO No of convolutional layers = 05
No of polling layers = 05
No of training layers = k − 2

O(n5, n5, nk − 2)

CNN-SVM No of convolutional layers = 06
No of polling layers = 06
No of training layers = k

O(n6, n6, nk)

FCN No of convolutional layers = 06
No of polling layers = 06
No of training layers = k

O(n6, n6, nk)

MTANN No of convolutional layers = 06
No of polling layers = 06
No of training layers = k

O(n6, n6, nk)

MC-CNN No of convolutional layers = 06
No of polling layers = 06
No of training layers = k

O(n6, n6, nk)

(Continued)
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6 Conclusion

This main objective of the research is to detect and classify the malignant and benign cancer cells using
CT Scan Lung Images. To detect the location of cancer cells, this work uses the fusion of saliency maps with
deep convolutional layers for an effective segmentation and feature extraction that are used to train the
network for the better classification. Additionally, the proposed architecture uses the Ant-Lion optimized
Feed Forward Layers for classification of images with the high accuracy and less computational
complexity. The proposed algorithm was developed using Tensorflow 1.8 with Keras API and compared
with other existing state-of-art architectures. The results shows that the proposed architecture has
outperformed the other state-of art architectures and obtained maximum results such as 99.89% accuracy,
99.8% sensitivity and specificity, 99.86% precision and 99.89% F1-score. In future, more vigorous testing
is required using the larger real time clinical datasets. Additionally, proposed algorithm needs it
improvisation in terms of grading the images based on the malignant characteristics of lung cancers,
which will play significant role for the diagnosis and accurate treatment of lung cancer in clinical
applications.
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